Over the past few years, multicore systems have become increasingly powerful and thereby very useful in high-performance computing. However, many applications, such as some linear algebra algorithms, still cannot take full advantage of these systems. This is mainly due to the shortage of optimization techniques dealing with irregular control structures. In particular, the well-known polyhedral model fails to optimize loop nests whose bounds and/or array references are not affine functions. This is more likely to occur when handling sparse matrices in their packed formats. In this article, we propose using 2d-packed layouts and simple affine transformations to enable optimization of triangular and banded matrix operations. The benefit of our proposal is shown through an experimental study over a set of linear algebra benchmarks.
INTRODUCTION
Multicore systems have been drastically improved in the last few years. Therefore, they have gained significant ground in the high-performance computing world [7, 28, 32] . In practice, many applications fail to take full advantage of the multicore architecture power. This issue can be addressed without any effort from the programmer by using suitable automatic code transformation techniques in order to generate an optimized parallel code. Obviously, the new generated code has to fit the architectural specificities of the target multicore system as much as possible. One of the well-known approaches with this capability is the polyhedral model from the seminal work of Karp et al. [26] on systems of uniform recurrence equations, made widely applicable to static control programs by Feautrier [10, 21, 22] . Based on this powerful model, several optimization and parallelization techniques have been proposed since the early 1990s. Optimizing linear algebra programs is one of the issues that has attracted the attention of the code optimization research community for many years. Almost all the state-of-the-art optimization techniques target operations on dense matrix structures, in which array references and loop-index bounds are affine functions. However, operations on sparse matrices are the key computational kernels in many scientific and engineering applications [9, 15, 31, 37] . It is well known that dense matrix structures and algorithms are very inefficient when applied to sparse matrices since they use a large amount of memory to store zero elements and perform useless computations on them. Therefore, many alternative storage formats have been proposed in order to store and compute only nonzero elements. Among these formats, we can cite, for example: (a) the Linear Packed Format (LPF), in which the matrix is stored in a single-dimensional array [18] used in the LINPACK Library [20] -the drawback of using this format is that the array references are no longer affine functions and therefore the polyhedral model no longer applies on them; and (b) the Rectangular Full Packed Format (RFPF) [24] , in which a symmetric or triangular matrix is saved in rectangular format and alternative Cholesky-factorization routines have been proposed in the LAPACK Library [4] .
In this work, we propose a new approach to optimizing triangular and banded matrix operations by using a dense 2-dimensional data structure for sparse-matrix storage. The basic idea is that the matrix operations using these data structures can be automatically optimized and parallelized by means of the polyhedral model. On the one hand, triangular and banded matrices are compressed, which leads to significant savings in memory usage. On the other hand, the underlying code can be optimized and parallelized using existing polyhedral optimizing tools in order to achieve the best performance.
We demonstrate through experimental results the effectiveness of our approach by parallelizing and optimizing several matrix computation kernels using the state-of-the-art polyhedral compiler Pluto [12, 14] and comparing their performance to nondense sequential and parallel versions, to the LPF version, and to the MKL library.
The remainder of the article is organized as follows: in Section 2, a motivating example is given. Section 3 presents the state of the art: a background on the polyhedral model, some definitions on sparse matrices, and related work. Section 4 describes our proposed optimization technique for triangular and banded matrices. Our experimental results are presented in Section 5. Our conclusions are found in Section 6.
MOTIVATING EXAMPLE
In this motivating example, we are interested in the automatic optimization and parallelization of the sspfa routine (see Figure 1 ) from the LINPACK Library [20] . The basic datatype is double. In this example, complex data dependences prevent standard compiler automatic optimization and parallelization, thus the need for a polyhedral compiler: complex loop transformations are required in order to expose tiling and coarse-grain parallelism.
When a matrix of order N is triangular, it is obviously not appropriate to store it in a structure of N 2 elements since there will be N (N − 1)/2 zero elements that are not required. Existing solutions usually utilize a linear packed layout in which the nonzero elements are stored in a single dimension array (a vector) of size (N (N + 1)/2). The corresponding sspfa code for such a structure is shown in Figure 2 (a).
One can see that the array access functions in Figure 2 (a) are not affine and thereby not supported by the polyhedral model. Hence, static polyhedral compilers, such as Pluto [14] , cannot automatically optimize and parallelize matrix computations using this one-dimensional data structure to store nonzero elements. However, we would like to run a polyhedral compiler on this code since complex data dependences prevent it from being easily parallelized, tiled, vectorized, and optimized for memory locality.
In our work, we have introduced a simple conversion from a square (unpacked) triangular matrix into a 2d-packed format and affine transformations that fit the polyhedral model. Using our approach (as described in Section 4), the sspfa routine is rewritten as shown in Figure 2 (b). In the transformed code, all the array references, loop bounds, and tests are affine, which means that this new code can be automatically optimized and parallelized by polyhedral compilers.
To emphasize the effectiveness of the new 2d-packed version of the code, we ran Pluto on it (with options --tile --parallel). Then, we compiled the resulting code using icc (version 17.0.0, with options -O3 -march=native) and executed it on a 20-cores Intel processor. For N = 4000, we measured that the execution time of the new version is about 12 times faster than the LPF version: it drops from 11.28 seconds to 0.95 seconds. The icc compiler could not auto-parallelize the LPF version-it has the same performance as the sequential one-neither could Pluto. The Pluto output from the 2d-packed code (not given here) is 140 lines long: the code was skewed, tiled (using the default tile size: 32 × 32 × 32), and parallelized using OpenMP; no extra vectorization was detected by Pluto. The icc compiler could not auto-parallelize the original code or the 2d-packed code; thus,
we need a polyhedral compiler to transform this code. Other measurements for this example are reported in the experimental section, column sspfaTri of Figure 12 (b).
STATE OF THE ART

Automatic Parallelization
Automatic parallelization is the process of automatically generating parallel codes from sequential algorithms [27, 29] . The resulting parallel code can be executed on parallel architectures without altering the semantics of the original code. The main advantage of such a process is that it does not require any effort of the programmer. The compiler takes as input a sequential program and analyzes it in order to extract its dependences. Then, based on this information, the compiler generates a new optimized and parallel program that is semantically equivalent to the input program. This entire process is transparent from the programmer's point of view. But, of course, it requires lots of effort from the compiler designers. More precisely, they usually deal with a formal mathematical model, known as the polyhedral model.
The Polyhedral Model
Almost all scientific and engineering applications spend most of their execution time in small parts of their code, which are loop nests. These iterative structures have therefore attracted the attention of many researchers from the code optimization community and have led to the birth of the well-known polyhedral model [8, [21] [22] [23] 34] . The basic idea of this formalism is that each instance or iteration of a statement can be represented by an integer point within a convex region, called a polyhedron, defined by the statement enclosing loop bounds. These bounds have to be affine (linear functions with a constant part), and thus have the data accesses, in order to fit the model. Once the different instances of all loop-nest statements are transformed into polyhedra, it is possible to compute inter-and intra-statement dependences. This information is then used to produce legal program transformations that preserve the semantics of the original program. The new transformed code is more suitable and efficient for parallel execution and to better preserve spatial and/or temporal data locality. The polyhedral model may be viewed in terms of three phases: (a) static dependence analysis of the input program, (b) transformations in the polyhedral abstraction, and (c) generation of code for the transformed program.
Pluto
Pluto is a fully automatic polyhedral source-to-source transformation framework that can optimize regular programs for parallelism and data locality simultaneously [6, [12] [13] [14] . The basic idea of this framework is to transform an input C source code into a semantically equivalent output C code that achieves better parallelism and data locality. The targeted source codes are sequences of possibly imperfectly nested loops; the transformations are affine functions that fit the polyhedral model. Pluto implements loop tiling, which is known by its good performance on large data arrays for both parallelism and locality. It also achieves SIMDization by inserting compiler directives enabling vectorization of the inner loops. Other transformations include scalar privatization, array contraction, and many other loop transformations, such as loop fusion, reversal, interchange, skewing, and unroll [12] . Furthermore, Pluto is able to automatically generate an optimized OpenMP parallel code for multicore architectures.
Triangular and Banded Matrices
3.4.1 Triangular Matrices. In the mathematical discipline of linear algebra, a triangular matrix is a special kind of square matrix. A square matrix is called lower triangular if all the entries above the main diagonal are zero. Similarly, a square matrix is called upper triangular if all the entries below the main diagonal are zero [2, 5] . There are two kinds of lower triangular matrices:
• Odd triangular matrix: A matrix is said to be odd triangular if all the nonzero elements are below the diagonal of the matrix and the order of the matrix is an odd number N (N = 2k + 1).
• Even triangular matrix: In the case of an even triangular matrix, we have the same definition as before, but the order of the matrix is an even number N (N = 2k ). Figure 3 illustrates two instances of triangular matrices with odd, respectively even, orders.
Banded Matrices.
A banded matrix A is a matrix whose nonzero elements are located in a band centered along the principal diagonal. For such matrices, only a small proportion of the N 2 elements is nonzero. A square matrix A has lower bandwidth W l < N and upper bandwidth W u < N if W l and W u are the smallest integers such that
respectively. The maximum number of nonzero elements in any row is W = W l + W u + 1 [2] . The triangular and banded matrices need to be handled in a special fashion because they contain a large number of useless zero elements. Indeed, there are (N (N − 1)/2) zeros in a triangular matrix of order N and
zeros in a banded matrix of order N with W u and W l as upper and lower bandwidths, respectively. In particular, it is more efficient to store only nonzero elements in order to save memory space.
Other Related Work
Matrix computations are the cornerstone of numerous scientific and engineering applications; the performance of almost all matrix-based applications depend on those of matrix computations. Therefore, researchers have devoted a great deal of study to matrix-computation optimization. However, most of the optimization research community has been targeting computations on dense matrices because of the regularity of their data storage layouts and underlying computations in addition to their wide utilization [19] . Over the past three decades, many manual and automatic optimization techniques have been proposed.
Manual optimization techniques rely on the effort of the expert programmer, after a deep analysis of a given problem, to propose a manually tuned program whose performance is the best that can be achieved. Many manual matrix-computation optimizing techniques have been designed [16, 25, 35] . Alternatively, the automatic optimization techniques consist of designing and implementing tools and compilers that are able to translate a given program into an optimized and parallelized code. The programmer does not need to worry about the optimization process; all that is needed to know is how to use these tools. Automatic optimizing techniques applied to matrix computations on dense matrices include Pluto [14] , EPOD [17] , ROSE [36] , and PHiPAC [11] .
The optimization techniques targeting matrix computations on sparse matrices, such as triangular and banded matrices, are rare and almost all of them are manual optimizing techniques applied to specific problems [1, 3, 30] . Among those works, Gustavson et al. [24] target Cholesky's algorithm on triangular matrices by separating the sparse matrix computations in a set of computation on half-sized dense matrices, calling the Level 3 BLAS routines. Our representation format for triangular matrices is inspired by this work, in which the matrix is cut into two parts, the small triangle being displaced to cover the zeros in the other part (as presented in Figure 7 ). We have improved their storage format in order to perform the same data transformation for both odd-and even-ordered matrices: in their proposal, odd-and even-ordered matrices are stored differently, which requires the programmer to distinguish between those two cases. Compared to their work, we also propose a new banded storage format.
Recently, Cui et al. [18] proposed an automatic layout-oblivious optimization technique for matrix computations. To the best of our knowledge, their work is the only one using a polyhedral compiler to optimize banded and triangular matrix computations. Their main idea is the isolation of the high-level semantics of operations from the organization details of compound data structures. This way, a simplified abstract specification of operations can be derived and then accurately analyzed and optimized using state-of-the-art optimizing compilers, such as Pluto [14] and EPOD [17] . More precisely, their approach consists of three steps: matrix normalization, optimization, and matrix denormalization. The first step seeks to isolate the high-level semantics of matrix operations from the internal implementation of the data structures. This, in turn, consists of deriving a new abstract code handling unpacked data structures (dense matrices) from the original code handling packed data structures. In the second step, the resulting abstract code is fed to the source-to-source compiler to generate an optimized parallel code. This optimized code is then converted through the denormalization step in order to fit the original data structure organization. This mainly consists of converting back the two-dimensional dense array accesses into one-dimensional packed accesses. The authors propose an annotation language that the programmer has to use to define the intended semantics of data structures in their matrix computations, for performing steps 1 and 3 of their algorithm. Even if the framework of Cui et al. [18] is well designed and proved to be effective in many cases, we believe that the programmers might have some difficulties when using their framework: on the one hand, because they have to write the banded and triangular matrix computations in a packed format (see Figure 2 (a), for example), which they may not be familiar with; and on the other hand, because they have to express the intended semantics of data structures of their matrix computations in the annotation language, which may lead to errors. The authors do claim in their article that the optimized code is guaranteed to be correct if the user-supplied annotations can be assumed to be correct. They also mention that their approach is effective in optimizing only packed matrix computations in which the matrix layout can be easily expressed with their annotation language. In our proposal, all the programmers have to do is to write the matrix computations in unpacked matrix format (two-dimensional arrays) and to declare them as triangular or banded. The entire optimization process is totally transparent and automatic from this point. In addition, Cui et al. [18] point out that some layout-sensitive optimizations, e.g., SSE vectorization, need to be turned off at the optimization step and should be applied after the oblivious-layout optimization, while our proposal lets the optimizing polyhedral compiler make the right decisions for efficient data locality and vectorization.
Very recently, Sampaio et al. [33] suggested using a complex hybrid (static and dynamic) framework in order to overcome the limitations of purely static dependence-analysis techniques. Unlike our approach, in which we propose changing the data layout for specific cases so that the underlying codes are easy to analyze, the work of Sampaio et al. [33] tries to optimize more general nonaffine programs. But it is focusing in its current form, on demonstrating the feasibility and potential impact of using polyhedral transformations on nonaffine programs. The evaluation of their approach for the polynomial access resulting from the compacted storage of triangular matrices is left to future work.
THE 2D-PACKED FORMAT OPTIMIZATION TECHNIQUE
In this section, we describe our 2d-packed format optimization technique. It takes as input the sparse matrices to be handled and an original dense code. At first, our technique will define the sparse matrices in 2d-packed formats, in which only nonzero elements are stored (2d-packed matrices are dynamically allocated). Then, the original code for dense matrices is transformed into a new code using the 2d-packed structures. The resulting code is finally parallelized and optimized by the Pluto source-to-source parallelizer and optimizer. An overview of our approach is shown in Figure 5 . 
2d-Packed Format Optimization Technique for Triangular Matrices
Gustavson et al. [24] propose using a rectangular full-packed format to store a triangular matrix of order N . The size of the rectangle is N × (N + 1)/2 when N is odd and (N + 1) × N /2 otherwise (see Figure 6 ). Even if this representation guarantees one to obtain a full-rectangular structure in both cases, it has the disadvantage of adding an extra row in the case in which N is even. This leads to writing two versions of the code using two distinct transformation functions, depending on whether N is odd or even. In order to fit the new data structure, Gustavson et al. [24] also propose matrix transformations for Cholesky factorization and their implementation in the LAPACK Library [4] .
In our work, we propose using the exact same data structure when N is odd. That is to say, a matrix of size N × (N + 1)/2 (N rows and (N + 1)/2 columns) is required. When N is even, we propose a different data structure in which a matrix of size N × N /2 (N rows and N /2 columns) and an extra column of size N /2 are used to store the nonzero values (see Figure 7) . This new structure has the advantage of preserving the same code as in the odd case and only one transformation function is required. Algorithm 1 shows the way that we store a triangular matrix in the 2d-packed format. In order to be able to use the new 2d-packed structure, we have proposed a piecewise unimodular transformation function that can be used to transform any matrix operation handling triangular matrices. In our work, we have applied this transformation to many matrix computation benchmarks. The resulting codes are afterwards optimized and parallelized by means of the Pluto automatic parallelization and optimization tool. Algorithm 2 illustrates the code transformation of all statements in which a triangular matrix is referred to using the unimodular function. For simplicity, we suppose without loss of generality that the statement contains only one reference (x, y) to a triangular matrix. This reference is transformed in 2d-packed format as follows:
This piecewise unimodular transformation function can be rewritten in the matrix representation as. Proof. In order to prove that our transformation function for triangular matrices f t is valid, we need to demonstrate that it is a bijection: any element belonging to the lower right triangle in Figure 8 has one and only one image belonging to the upper triangle. The other nonzero elements of 55:10 T. Baroudi et al. the matrix stay untouched. Since the transformation of the first elements is unimodular, it suffices to prove that the images of the vertices of the lower triangle are exactly the vertices of the upper triangle (see Figure 8) , where the coordinates of the vertices are the indices of the corresponding matrix elements.
When N is odd, the vertices of the lower triangle are
2 ), and V 3 = (N − 1, N − 1) . The transformation of the vertices V 1 , V 2 , and V 3 using the unimodular function (1) are given by f t (V 1 ), f t (V 2 ), and f t (V 3 ), respectively:
One can see that these are exactly the vertices of the upper triangle (Figure 8(a) ), which is disjoint from the other nonzero elements; thus, the odd case is proven.
When N is even, the vertices of the lower triangle are
, and V 3 = (N − 1, N − 1) . The transformation of these vertices using the same function (1) are given by f t (V 1 ), f t (V 2 ), and f t (V 3 ), respectively:
Again, we can see that they are the vertices of the upper triangle (Figure 8(b) ), which is disjoint from the other untouched nonzero elements.
2d-Packed Optimization Technique for Banded Matrices
We propose a similar optimization approach to be applied to banded matrices. In this case, we store the
nonzero elements of a square banded matrix of order N in a 2d-packed data structure ofW l + W u + 1 rows, and rows of different sizes (see Figure 9 ). This structure is slightly different from the one implemented in the LAPACK library [4] . All the upper-band elements are shifted to the left in order not to store any zero element (using Fig. 9 . Banded matrix storage in the 2d-packed format. dynamic allocation). Figure 10 shows a C code dynamically allocating memory for this new 2d-packed data structure. Algorithms 3 and 4 illustrate, respectively, the way the nonzero elements of banded matrices are stored in the 2d-packed format and the code transformation for all statements in which the banded matrices are referred to. Once again, we consider (without loss of generality) that we are given a statement containing only one reference (x, y) to a banded matrix. This reference is transformed as follows: 
The matrix representation of this piecewise unimodular transformation is
Proof. Similarl to triangular matrices cases, we can prove the validity of our transformation for banded matrices f b by demonstrating that any element belonging to the upper (resp., lower) trapezoid of Figure 11 (a) has one and only one image belonging to the upper (resp., lower) trapezoid of Figure 11(b) . Because of the unimodularity of our two transformations, it suffices to prove that the images of the two trapezoids are disjoint or, equivalently, that the vertices of the upper and lower trapezoids of Figure 11 (a) correspond exactly to the vertices of the upper and lower disjoint trapezoids of Figure 11(b) , which is done in the same way as in the previous proof. The coordinates of the vertices are given in Figure 11 . The sequential code handling sparse matrices in 2d-packed format 2d-packed + Pluto
The 2d-packed code automatically optimized and parallelized by Pluto Parallel MKL
The icc parallellized and optimized MKL routine handling full square matrices
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
To evaluate our approach, we have combined the new 2d-packed format transformation with the Pluto source-to-source compiler. Pluto is used in order to automatically parallelize and vectorize programs in addition to memory access optimization through data locality improvement. We have applied our approach to optimize and parallelize six double-precision linear algebra computation kernels with the different matrix types shown in Table 1 . Note that some matrix computations, such as Cholesky and sspfa, cannot be applied to nontriangular matrices and thus do not appear in this table. Those kernels are the same as the ones evaluated by Cui et al. [18] plus Cholesky factorization that was evaluated by Gustavson et al. [24] . To show the effectiveness of our approach, we have compared its performance with a set of existing methods and libraries dealing with linear algebra computations. The comparisons have been performed between different, but semantically equivalent, code versions, as shown in Table 2 . All programs were first tested for checking the output matrices correctness, before being run for execution time measurements (without printing out large amounts of data).
For all our experiments, we have used a dual socket 2x10 cores (and 40 threads) Intel Xeon CPU E5-2650 v3 @ 2.30GHz running Linux 4.4.0. We have compiled our programs using icc 17.0.0 and gcc 5.4.0, with options -O3 -march=native. The programs calling MKL routines are compiled using icc with the additional flags -mkl -parallel. In addition, Pluto version 0.11.4 with options --parallel --tile has been called to automatically parallelize, tile, and optimize the original and 2d-packed codes. The LPF (Linear Packed Format) codes are sequential since they cannot be automatically parallelized by Pluto because in LPF storage the access functions are nonlinear. Each program has been run five times and the execution times of the computation kernels measured using gettimeofday(). The two extreme measurements have been eliminated and the average of the three remaining ones is reported. Figures 12 and 13 show the execution times obtained using the icc and gcc compilers, respectively. The icc runtime figures plot six bars corresponding to the six code versions shown in Table 2 except for sspfa, which has no equivalent routine in the MKL Library. The gcc runtime figures plot only five bars: there is no MKL library provided with gcc. All the Y axes are in logarithmic scale because of the important variation in their values. In both figures, figures (a), (b), and (c) illustrate the runtime of the different benchmarks for small (N = 2,000 or 4,000), medium (N = 4,000 or 8,000) and large (N = 8,000 or 16,000) matrices, respectively. The first value of N is used for all O (N 3 ) algorithms, the second one for the two O (N 2 ) algorithms: matrix-vector product and matrix-vector solver.
In all figures, one can see that the highest times are those corresponding to the original and 2d-packed codes. This is because they were not parallelized and tiled, and because of the storage of a large amount of unneeded zeros in the first case and to the tests and extra-arithmetic operations in the array subscripts in the second case. When these two codes are optimized and parallelized by Pluto, their performances are significantly enhanced. They are also better compared to the LPF code, which cannot be automatically parallelized. Note that, in addition to their low memory storage benefit, the performances of our 2d-packed optimized codes (2d-packed + pluto) are better or equivalent to those of the original optimized codes (original + pluto) for almost all of them. The reason behind this delta is that, first, the 2d-packed codes access globally less memory and, as a consequence, there is less pressure on the memory hierarchy and on the caches in particular; second, some of the original codes perform computations on unneeded zeros that have been removed in the 2d-packed codes. On average, over all those experiments, the 2d-packed parallelized codes perform better than the original parallelized codes with a ratio of
The comparison of the 2d-packed optimized codes against icc parallelized nonpacked MKL routines ( Figure 12 ) shows that our method outruns the handwritten routines from MKL in 10 of 12 cases for small matrices; for medium and large matrices, the performances are similar, with a high variance. The MKL routines are consuming more memory than our parallelized 2d-packed codes since they handle matrices in their full-square format. On the other hand, since they perform computations on full or triangular matrices, we have to report the amount of extra data that is not processed by the 2d-packed version but is processed by the MKL routines. This is summarized in Table 3 , along with the routine name that was used for each benchmark. Note that we report 100% of the data processed by the 2d-packed triangular version in some cases, when the input of the MKL routine is a triangular or a symmetric matrix, and 50% in the other cases, when the input is a full-square matrix. The outcome of this experiment is that the 2d-packed codes often compete against the nonsparse, optimized-by-hand MKL code.
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T. Baroudi et al. We have also run the three kernels proposed by Gustavson et al. [24] for triangular matrices (Cholesky factorization: LAPACKE_dpftrf, inverse: LAPACKE_dtftri, and solve Cholesky: LAPACKE_dpftrs) and observed that they perform about the same as the ones using the full-matrix format in MKL (LAPACKE_dpotrf, LAPACKE_dpotri, LAPACKE_dpotrs). Since we compared to the latter directly for Cholesky factorization, we did not present a further comparison to the three kernels of Gustavson et al.
Not reported in those figures, we have also tried to parallelize the LPF codes using the icc autoparallelizer (with options -parallel -O3 -march=native). The result is that icc is not able to parallelize those codes, most probably because of the nonlinear accesses to the linear packed arrays and the resulting complex dependence analysis. The execution times using the -parallel option are the same as the reported sequential execution times, except for two very short matrix-vector product codes (mvBT and mvBand).
According to the above set of experiments, we conclude that our 2d-packed format transformation combined with Pluto is able to significantly enhance the performances of those sparse matrix computations. This is not the case for the linear packed format, whose automatic optimization and parallelization is quite difficult.
CONCLUSION
In this article, we have introduced new data structure storage schemes for triangular and banded matrices that allow optimization of matrix computations and achieve better runtime performance on multicore architectures. The access functions to the new 2d-packed format structures are piecewise affine functions. As a consequence, the transformed code can be optimized and parallelized through automatic polyhedral tools, such as the Pluto source-to-source compiler. Our experimental results show a great performance enhancement for triangular and banded matrix computation benchmarks compared to the LPF storage scheme typically used for sparse matrices storage.
Our approach is more general than the state of the art since it can be applied to any matrix computation. It could be implemented as an automatic tool that transforms programs handling banded and triangular matrices into programs handling 2d-packed format structures, which allows one to take full advantage of the well-established polyhedral compilers. Our goal in this article was to show that a standard out-of-the-box polyhedral compiler enhances the performance of banded and triangular 2d-packed matrix computations. A future improvement could be to fine-tune Pluto in order to further enhance the performance of the generated codes-in particular, to achieve better SIMDization since those codes are very sensitive to tiling and vectorization.
